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Bbc sounds sonos android

The biggest complaint about my Sonos 1 is a year ago (or more) when the BBC switched to HLS broadcasts and Sonos lost the ability to play BBC programmes. Has anyone heard if he'll ever fix this? Page 2 19 comments Hello all I know there is a lot of chat about direct access via bbc sounds app. I have a samsung TV connected to my sonos system using the optical cable. I
play the app on my samsung pad and then mirror the pad on tv which then plays BBC sounds through the sonos system. It works quite poor that for such an expensive sound system that we have to go around the houses to get a sound from it, when it is so easy to do in a cheap alternative system that you can have it for half the price. If the BBC doesn't want to join sonos then
there must be a big reason for this that sonos aren't letting go of, that is, money/security/showing 1-10 of 11 BBC responses changed the rules. SONOS are reacting very slowly and are apparently still in the early stages of planning support. You can't listen to Radio 5 Live at all and other stations are low quality and unreliable. Many people, including me with a collection of SONOS
kit, are very disappointed. Peter Barkas? May 26, 2015 5 out of 5 found this helpful. Do you? Reporting abuse I have had no problem playing Internet radio on my Sonos, including numerous BBC radio stations. But, as far as I know, it doesn't have iplayer per se so you can't download and save programs to listen later or go back in time and download anpd listen to previously
broadcast radio programs. ThorNogson? December 8, 2013 4 out of 4 found it useful. Do you? Reporting abuse of BBC radio and catching up works well again using the Tune-in player. Paul Robinson? 02 August 2016 2 of 2 found this useful. Do you? Report abuse of BBC radio stations are now available through Sonos from a recent update in November to v5.5 the latest update
is v6.0. The quality and reliability of the connection is much better. BBC iPlayer is not yet available, but Sonos has suggested that some form of BBC on-demand service will be available in 2016. Philip A. December 12, 2015 3 of 4 found it useful. Do you? Report abuse There is no support for the latest BBC radio broadcasts, and Sonos will give no indication of when it will be
available. This means lower quality, and live sports coverage is not available (football, cricket, F1, etc.). BBC broadcasts are often nervous and need to be restarted frequently. The BBC's support is so poor that I've resorted to buying a portable digital radio, and taking it around the house with me. M J. Williams ? June 15, 2015 3 out of 4 Useful. Do you? Reporting BBC abuse is
completely unjugable in my Sonos system. It seems to be a commonly reported issue in the Sonos community forum. I used to listen to BBC Radio 3 all the time and now I can't. Another Internet radio seems fine. Ian? October 15, 2017 1 of 1 found it useful. Do you? Report abuse does. Sucks. You can use tune in to get live streams, and they're usually But there is virtually no
support for on-demand content, and there is definitely no iplayer. Felipe J. 05 September 2017 Is that helpful to you? Report abuse that I'm about to buy and am right now that all BBC radio stations are playable? Wool wool? 19 August 2018 Is that useful to you? Report abuse All BBC national radio stations and local and local BBC commercial stations are fully available on Sonos
with good bitrate and sound quality. This has been available on my system for many years! Dave D. October 11, 2017 0 of 1 found it useful. Do you? Report Abuse Addressed in the latest Sonos firmware update (7.2). No more problems with bbc media particularly streaming all your radio channels. MR R E B COLLIN ? 08 April 2017 1 of 2 found this useful. Do you? The abuse of
the TuneIn report indicated that it could not meet the specific demands of the BBC for its listeners. This change is driven mainly by the BBC's efforts to standardize how listeners in the UK access BBC stations, which unfortunately is something we cannot accommodate at the moment, the streaming service said in a press release. According to a blog post on the BBC website,
TuneIn was unable to provide you with the user data you needed. The British broadcaster calls on third-party platforms to require listeners to log in to their BBC accounts. Except for that, platforms can directly provide the BBC with data on the user's listening habits. Unfortunately, TuneIn does not do any of these, so we couldn't reach a data exchange agreement with them, wrote
the BBC.UK Amazon Alexa speaker owners may have relied on TuneIn to listen to Radio 4 or get the latest Premier League scores. Luckily, they can still do it through the BBC's own Alexa skill. As always, UK listeners can turn to the iPlayer iOS and Android apps, or the recently released BBC Sounds app. If you have a Google Home speaker, you can listen directly by voice
command or use the bbcreda combo or the iPlayer app and chromecast. Sonos speaker owners can rest easy -- the BBC will continue to support live radio streaming via TuneIn, at least for now. A number of older audio devices that power TuneIn will also be saved from change. Taking the BBC from certain third-party platforms is not just a pure data collection - it will force more
listeners to go to the BBC Sounds app. Intended as an eventual replacement for the widely used iPlayer app, the broadcast debuted the BBC Sounds app debuted earlier this year in order to attract younger, more oriented listeners Podcast. Users immediately complained about its poor search function and lack of ability to share content (which it has now added). As you strive to
standardize the listening experience, it is likely that the BBC will also need to improve the user experience of its own native platform. Your device must be connected to the same WiFi network as your Chromecast device. You will also need to make sure you have the latest version of the BBC Application. Start playing something in the BBC Sounds app Once your device detects
Chromecast, tap the Chromecast icon or the Available Devices option at the bottom of the Tap playback page on your device through your device and give it a few seconds to connect any program or station you play will now play through your Chromecast device. To return playback to your device, tap the Chromecast icon or the Available Devices icon again and select your
device. How do I control playback? Once connected, you can use the app's playback, pause, and bypass controls to control playback. Why can't I launch anything I downloaded? When you launch a program, you're actually instructing your Chromecast dongle to search for the program through your Internet connection, not from your phone or tablet. Because of that, you can't
launch a program that's stored on your device. Here are some useful links: The BBC is not responsible for the content of external sites. Chromecast Chromecast Support If you encounter any other issues with BBC Sounds via Chromecast, please let us know via the Contact Us link below. If you have an iPad or iPhone, Apple's AirPlay feature allows you to airPlay from the BBC
Sounds app to your second-generation Sonos One, Beam, Playbase, or Play:5 device. You will need to have the v9 version of the Sonos Controller application installed and accept the latest device firmware update within the application. Need help setting up your Sonos device? Go to the Sonos Customer Service website. Here's how to use AirPlay with your Sonos device on your
iPad or iPhone first, make sure your iPad or iPhone is connected to your Sonos speaker. Next: Start playing the live stream, podcast or on-demand show you'd like to listen to On the playback screen, tap the AirPlay icon Select the Sonos speaker or speakers you'd like to stream the audio through sonos One owners also have the option to access BBC radio and podcasts using
their voice - just say , Alexa, open the BBC, for starters. We are looking for ways to make it possible to use the BBC Sounds app via Sonos from Android devices. Is there a way to listen to the sounds of the BBC on my Sonos Play One? The only solution I've found online is to use an Apple device, but we don't have any Apple devices, so you need a solution for Android or PC.
Best Response icon of bockersjv BBC sounds is not available on Sonos. You need to request this from the BBC, it has been raised before, but it needs the BBC to link to the Sonos API. All BBC radio stations are available at Tune in and/or Radio Player though. Seeing the original answers from 25337 1 year ago So far, the BBC has not chosen to add that channel to the Sonos
ecosystem. Lyricist I 2 responds 1 year ago Many of us are disappointed by the lack of BBC Sounds - Sonos integration, waiting for the same streaming capability that is available with Spotify - Sonos, for example, can now be streamed from a Mac computer or BBC Sounds handheld device to Sonos, but there is still no Android equivalent. I noticed a Google cast icon on my
Android Sounds install the other day (which I can't play), so maybe something is happening in that direction as well. 25337 responds 1 year ago Individual companies are responsible for adding their content to the Sonos ecosystem, Sonos cannot choose to add something on its own. The BBC would have to start this. See the Sonos Partners page. +6 I am able to find the BBC
sound programs that I am interested in in the sonos podcast search function. There is an option to play live, but I have never been able to try it while the shows are live in the air. Hope that lyricist I 2 answers help 1 year ago I am able to find the BBC sound programs that I am interested in in the sonos podcast search function. There is an option to play live, but I have never been
able to try it while the shows are live in the air. I hope that helps Hello there. My guess is that Sonos is finding those shows through TuneIn and or RadioPlayer, rather than BBC Sounds. I have found that the coverage is uneven and unreliable, for example, one week I might be able to find the BBC radio 4 podcast of the latest 'News Quiz' but then not the next. Lyricist I 2 responds
11 months ago that in the BBC email for a response on this front today (specifically in relation to the Sounds app) - it will be updated as and when I hear more. More.
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